Single line source with and without vaginal loading and the impact on target coverage and organ at risk doses for cervix cancer Stages IB, II, and IIIB: treatment planning simulation in patients treated with MRI-guided adaptive brachytherapy in a multicentre study (EMBRACE).
Three-dimensional evaluation and comparison of target and organs at risk (OARs) doses from two traditional standard source loading patterns in the frame of MRI-guided cervical cancer brachytherapy for various clinical scenarios based on patient data collected in a multicenter trial setting. Two nonoptimized three-dimensional MRI-based treatment plans, Plan 1 (tandem and vaginal loading) and Plan 2 (tandem loading only), were generated for 134 patients from seven centers participating in the EMBRACE study. Both plans were normalized to point A (Pt. A). Target and OAR doses were evaluated in terms of minimum dose to 90% of the high-risk clinical target volume (HRCTV D90) grouped by tumor stage and minimum dose to the most exposed 2cm³ of the OARs volume. An HRCTV D90 ≥ Pt. A was achieved in 82% and 44% of the patients with Plans 1 and 2, respectively. Median HRCTV D90 with Plans 1 and 2 was 120% and 90% of Pt. A dose, respectively. Both plans had optimal dose coverage in 88% of Stage IB tumors; however, the tandem-only plan resulted in about 50% of dose reduction to the vagina and rectum. For Stages IIB and IIIB, Plan 1 had on average 35% better target coverage but with significant doses to OARs. Standard tandem loading alone results in good target coverage in most Stage IB tumors without violating OAR dose constraints. For Stage IIB tumors, standard vaginal loading improves the therapeutic window, however needs optimization to fulfill the dose prescription for target and OAR. In Stage IIIB, even optimized vaginal loading often does not fulfill the needs for dose prescription. The significant dose variation across various clinical scenarios for both target and OARs indicates the need for image-guided brachytherapy for optimal dose adaptation both for limited and advanced diseases.